
 

Starting at Citadel Leisure Centre car park, follow the cycle
path at the back of the Leisure centre towards the shore.
You will then join the on-road cycle lane keeping the
beach on your right hand side.  Continue along the NCN7 
 until you reach the entrance to the big play park and
dismount bike. carry on across the Low Green following
the path until reaching the bollards.

This route starts at Citadel Leisure Centre and follows the
NCN 7 towards The Millenium Bridge, up to Greenan
Castle and onward to Dunure Road. This route is mainly
flat and well surfaced. However, the hill to the castle is
very steep. Suitable for intermediate people on bicycles.
This route is suitable for cycling and wheeling. 

Make sure if you are riding as a family to prepare to
stop at the bollards as there are 2 directions you can
take. Either straight on along Blackburn Drive or turning
right to link up with the promenade and NCN 7 route if
you have children or you are a beginner person on a
bike

Distance:
9.6miles

(including
return)
Time:

Approx.
100

minutes

Citadel Leisure Centre to Murdoch's Lone
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Please note that this a shared path with walkers, runners,
dogs and people wheeling so please be respectful of this.
There are plenty of benches along this route to stop for a
rest. 
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When you reach the foot of the Greenan Hill, take the

decision to walk or ride up as it is steep. 
Take in the views as you ride past the castle and follow

path to Dunure  Road. See crossing area below at Dunure
Rd. Take great care crossing here.

Follow the Burton Path once
you cross Dunure Rd and
keep to the left.  Look out for
the boulders at beginning of
path. 
You will experience a
beautiful tree lined, quiet
route. 
.

There is an opportunity to stop at the Burns Museum
once you reach the bridge below. A short walk up the hill
to cross the road or cross the bridge to Poet's Path. 
Return journey the same route as outward route. 


